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Spending weekends rehearsing together and travelling to Rome to perform generates a sense of camaraderie
in an unusual set of circumstances that is not forgotten upon returning to the day job. Overall, the experience
was a truly rare opportunity to bring all of the strands of chambers together: QCs, juniors, clerks, and
marketing sta� were all involved, and the sense of achievement in turning up more than compensated for
the angst over the potential for humiliation

As a set of chambers, the show was a great leveller which brought everyone closer together. We are lucky, in
this profession, to have a collegiate working environment, and anything which promotes and sustains that is
something to be treasured.

LawRocks always welcomes new bands, particularly from chambers. The next o�erings will be at London
International Disputes Week in May and the tenth anniversary celebration in June, where Keating will take to
the stage again. Barristers are traditionally somewhat underrepresented at the competitions, as solicitors’
�rms (with their larger pools of talent, of course) tend to dominate the line-ups. It would be good if that
could change. We would encourage you to get involved: lawrocks.org (http://lawrocks.org).

You won’t sound as good as Demolition did, though.

Calum Lamont (Keating Chambers) is a pre-eminent junior in global construction and engineering

litigation and in international arbitrations involving construction and infrastructure disputes,

particularly in Korea, Hong Kong and the Gulf.

Givers not takers

The tag line ‘Rock Globally, Give Locally’ sums up Law Rocks’ mission, which has seen almost US$4 million
gifted to local organisations ranging from support for homeless children to food banks. From relatively
modest beginnings in the 100 Club on Oxford Street, the enterprise has grown exponentially and lawyers all
over the globe now compete regularly for bragging rights at various venues, large and small. In addition to
frequent gigs in the UK, Middle East, Far East and America, Law Rocks! has an annual ‘slot’ on the Thursday
night of the International Bar Association (IBA) Annual Conference. Long may it continue: lawrocks.org
(http://lawrocks.org)
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